IMPLEMENTATION OF TEXT TRANSFORMATION IN PHYSICS EDUCATION TO REDUCE STUDENTS’ MISCONCEPTION
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Abstract. This research aimed to know the effect of text transformation in educational physics especially Impuls and momentum to reduce students’ misconception. This study was held at state senior high school (SMAN) 2 in Pontianak, West Borneo. The instrument in this study has made with diagnostic test using certainly of responden index method. The research design in this study using one group pretest-posttest design. Population in this research is all students of science major in state senior high school 2 in Pontianak. This study have found that implementation of text transformation giving effect significantly to reduce students’ misconception according Wilcoxon test (\(Z = -3.418\), \(p = 0.01\)). However, this research is not finding corelation which is significantly between skill to make a note using text transformation and reduction of students’ misconception (\(r_a = 0.119\), \(p = 0.490\)). The value of effect size in this research is 1.65.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past 25 years the construct of situasion awarness debates concept, isunderstandings, and misconceptions aside, where does the operational community stand with respect to the construct of situasion awarness [1]. Physicists might have done the most to study their students’ misconceptions and then acted on their findings. They utilize “concept inventories” to assess students’ conceptual understanding. That is, rather than asking students to perform calculations, students are asked questions that probe their conceptual framework. Distractors in these assessments are common student misconceptions that have been discovered through careful research [2].

Concepts can be considered as ideas, objects or events that help us understand the world around us [3]. Misconceptions, on the other hand can be described as ideas that provide an incorrect understanding of such ideas, objects or events that are constructed based on a person’s experience Martin (2002) [4] including such things as preconceived notions, nonscientific beliefs, naïve theories, mixed conceptions or conceptual misunderstandings [5].

Distinguishing between different qualities of conceptual understanding and between phenomenonbased and model-based conceptualizations as well as considering processes of concept formation offers insights into students’ misconceptions. Some misconceptions occur as a result of students repeated experiences with phenomena of their everyday world [6].

Piaget suggests that children search for meaning as they interact with the world around them [3] and use such experiences to test and modify existing schemas. There are many possible sources for the development of misconceptions. First, not all experiences lead to correct conclusions or result in students seeing all possible outcomes. Second, when parents or other family members are confronted with questions from their children, rather that admitting to not knowing the answer, it is common for them to give an incorrect one. Another research from Philips Sadler (2013) found that misconception which students gain are related with teacher knowledge which is analogy in Figure 1.

Fig 1. analogy picture about relation students and teacher misconception [7].

Misconceptions themselves can be related to such things as misunderstanding factual information or being given conflicting information from credible sources such as
parents and teachers. The big issues are that once a misconception has been formed, it is extremely difficult to change and that possessing misconceptions can have serious impacts on learning [8].

The misconception is a lot happening in the field of physics. Wandersee, Mintzes and Novak [9] states that occur misconceptions in all areas of physics. Among these 700 studies on misconceptions in physics, there are 300 misconceptions about mechanics; 159 on electricity; 70 about the heat, optics, and material properties; 35 about earth and space; as well as 10 study of modern physics. Mechanics, ranks first, most students who have misconceptions, because the mechanics become the main starting materials and in high school, so the field was widely studied. Research Ayse Gul and Musta Sabri (2008) [10] found many students had misconceptions about momentum, approximately 63.3% of students experiencing misconceptions about the impulse and momentum. Findings were similar occurs also among high school students of State in Pontianak. In addition, the average value of the midterm physics academic year 2012/2013 in the class XI SMAN 2 Pontianak just 53.56. Many students who have misconceptions of physics concepts. Therefore, there needs remediation activities that help students overcome these misconceptions. Master class XI SMAN 2 Pontianak stated that he not understand what is meant remediation. This statement, strengthen remediation activities undertaken in the research. Text Transformation Shaped Note: TS Text transformation aided Hypermedia software for the first time introduced by Ted Nelson. [11]. Text transformation has been widely used in research in the field of education. Text transformation in physical education have been developed by Victor Lopes (2010) [12]. Text transformation is currently included in the curriculum developed by the National Center on accessing the General Curriculum (NCAC) in America. However, the text transformation has not been studied in Indonesia. Text transformation is an activity to alter or modify the text from its original form to forms other grain [13]. Briefly implementation of software-aided transformation hypermedia text is presented in Figure 2.

However, the text transformation aided Hypermedia software is difficult to do in a research study because Hypermedia software must be connected to the Internet and is a paid software. This study used the Text transformation shaped note: TS.

Note: TS is short for "Note: Write and Compose". Note: TS-record consists of writing and preparation of records. Writing-record is a record of what was presented in the textbook. Preparation-of-record is written about thoughts, impressions, feelings, reactions or questions students when studying a textbook. Note: TS including engineering recorded a high level that can help students improve memory [14].

Text transformation shaped note: TS can help students construct their own knowledge because during studying textbook, students write their responses. Mark Reardon [14] has been using the technique note: TS in training SuperCamp. Shape note: TS created by Mark Reardon presented in Figure 3.
This research in the form of remediation using 'text transformation' shaped Note: TS geared to help students overcome misconceptions about the impulse and momentum. Text transformation is an activity to alter or modify the text from its original form to a form more grain [13]. In a study conducted, the text in the textbook converted into a note: TS. Note: TS is short for "Note: Write and Compose". Note: TS-record consists of writing and preparation of records. Writing-record is a record of what was presented in the textbook. Preparation of records means that writing about thoughts, impressions, feelings, reactions or questions students when studying textbook [14]. It is expected to make a note: TS, students can construct their own knowledge.

Text transformation shaped note: TS in this research, mentrastranformasikan textbook high school physics class XI, entitled "Physics for Senior High School 1st Semester Grade XI". This book is a bilingual version of the package authored by Marten Kanginan. Text transformation shaped note: TS is expected to reduce the number of misconceptions in students especially the material impulse and momentum. Issues that will be answered this study is whether to use a text transformation remediation shaped note: TS effect on decreasing the number of misconceptions students, especially in the matter of impulse and momentum. Moreover, given the text transformation that followed did make a note: TS is a skill it is also questionable how much the relationship between the magnitude of the decline of these skills with student misconceptions.

II. METHOD

This is experimental research. This research is made using review some journal, article some literatures and analyzing data of students' misconception in physics especially in impulses and momentums. Form of the research in the form of pre-experimental design with the design of one group pretest-postest design is presented in TABLE 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 : One Group Pretest-Postest Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₁</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students (102) at SMAN 2 Pontianak who has followed the subjects of physics at the material impulse and momentum in grade XI of the school year 2012/2013 target. By way of intact group have all students of class XI IPA3 as a sample. However, only 25 students who follow all the action. Therefore the data from these were analyzed. Misconceptions about the students dug with 27 multiple choice diagnostic tests. The validity of pre-test was 4.07 and the post-test was 4.10 on a scale of 1-5, while the level of reliability of each are 0.584 and 0.564.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result
Normality test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) showed that the number of misconceptions from every students pre-test results are not normally distributed ($p = 0.711, \alpha = 0.05$). Therefore, data analysis using nonparametric statistical tests (Wilcoxon and Kendall rank correlation ($\tau_a$)). Wilcoxon and Kendall rank correlation ($\tau_a$) selected for the data in the form of scores are ranked, both variables are ordinal scale (large-small sequential) [16].

Wilcoxon analysis showed that there was a significant effect of this remediation activities, the decrease in the number of misconceptions from every student ($Z = -3.418, p = 0.01$) in calculation of the effect size of 1.65 to find the price barometer effect size John Hattie (2009). It was concluded that the effect of remediation is high.

Kendall rank correlation analysis ($\tau_a$), TABLE 2 showed no significant correlation between accuracy in making note: TS and changes the number of student misconceptions ($\tau = 0.119, p = 0.490$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kendall's tau_a</th>
<th>Change Number of Misconception</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2 Result of analysis Kendall's tau

Discussion
This research found the effect of remediation using text transformation shaped note: TS against reduction in the number of misconceptions persiswa ($Z = -3.418, p = 0.01$) in the effect size (ES = 1.65). This finding is consistent with other research, Ayse Gul and Musta Sabri (2008), Rio Rikardo (2008), and Emi Sulistri (2010) [10], [17], [18]. This finding is also consistent with research conducted by Victor Lopes (2011) [12], although there are differences of this type of research used and modified treatment. Victor Lopes research shaped experimental research and treatmentnya transform text in the textbook with hypermedia software. Text transformation is done with the help of hypermedia software converted into three forms of hypertext, interactive applications and multimedia files.

This study found no significant correlation ($\tau_a = 0.119, p = 0.490$) between the ability to make notes: TS and changes in the number of students misconceptions. This fact, probably caused by students who first received training make a note: TS. Students are used to record the teacher's explanations on the board, so that students' difficulties when instructed to make a note: TS their own and write the responses. Another drawback may be caused by the availability of data, which are not restricted only guess that does not represent the actual occurrence of the complete course there is also a weakness caused by design choice.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This research found the effect of remediation using text transformation shaped note: TS significant change in the number of students' misconceptions ($Z = -3.418, p = 0.01$) in the ES 1.65. The average percentage decrease in the amount of 50.53% each student misunderstanding. The correlation between the ability to make notes: TS and changes in the number of students is not significant misunderstanding ($\tau_a = 0.119, p = 0.490$).

Based on the research conducted, put forward some suggestions as follows: (1) is recommended before remediation using text transformation shaped note: TS in learning activities, students are given special training in making note: TS, (2) for further research, it is recommended to be taken on development of text transformation, such as to text transformation of textbooks, apart form the record: TS, (3) should be used in the form of better research for instance true experiment, with the draft "pretest-posttest control group design", so as to minimize the factors that influence internal validity, (4) preferably after the data are grouped using CRI modified method, conducted interviews outside the remediation activities to students who belong to guess in order to represent a complete data.
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